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You make our impact possible!
The generosity of friends like you
makes each of our achievements
possible. We are grateful for you and
your continued support of our mission.
Take a look at the numbers below to
see how we put your dollars to work to
positively impact the lives of Elders,
children, animals, and families living on
remote Native American reservations.
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One of many obstacles Native students face is access
to school supplies in remote reservation communities,
where stores are sparse and products expensive.
PWNA's American Indian Education Fund (AIEF)
program provides thousands of PreK-12 students with
basic school supplies and backpacks needed to begin
another school year. About to enter 6th grade at a
Community School in Newcomb, New Mexico,
11-year-old Navajo student Adriana is included in this
year’s school supplies distributions. Principal Delores
shares, “the students want their own supplies
because that empowers them, which is really
wonderful for the kids.”
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Animal Welfare

Out of the 19 million pets living in underserved
communities in the U.S., 69 percent have never seen
a veterinarian, contributing to overpopulation and
disease among stray animals in tribal communities.
Through PWNA’s Reservation Animal Rescue (RAR)
program, Partners like Tamara at Good Dog Rez-Q in
St. Johns, Arizona, receive animal welfare supplies so
they can allocate their meager resources to other
needs for their rescues.
This year, we provided Tamara with Petco Love
vaccines, which she used to host free clinics and
continue the fight against diseases like distemper and
feline calicivirus.
Lori, a foster and friend of Good Dog Rez-Q,
vaccinated her two rescue cats Luverne and Shirley
with the free Petco Love vaccines, saying, “the clinics
and free supplies help a lot. Without rescues like
this, people simply wouldn’t get their vaccines.”

Residential Services
Few retail stores exist on remote reservations, so
accessing everyday essentials like food and water,
toiletries, blankets and diapers is difficult at best.
Supported by our Residential service, Tribal
Partners like Shannon at Sunny Day Assisted Living
in Gallup, New Mexico, say, “Some [residents] do
not have family that can buy or bring them
things so it’s great to have [supplies] on-hand.”
One such resident is Lawrence, a 69-year-old Diné
Elder who has been living at Sunny Day for nearly
two years. Diagnosed with schizophrenia and
hearing problems, Lawrence stays actively
engaged with his fellow residents as one of many
with limited access to resources and family.
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